Faculty

Archaeology, Greek and Roman Studies

- Jan-Mathieu (Mat) Carbon (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/jan-mathieu-mat-carbon/)
- Fabio Colivicchi (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/fabio-colivicchi-0/)
- Michael S. Cummings (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/michael-s-cummings/)
- Anthony D'Elia (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/anthony-delia/)
- R. Drew Griffith (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/r-drew-griffith/)
- Daryn Lehoux (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/daryn-lehoux-0/)
- M. Barbara Reeves (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/m-barbara-reeves/)
- Cristiana Zaccagnino (https://www.queensu.ca/classics/people-search/cristiana-zaccagnino-0/)